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This note is divided in two sections. In Section 1 we review Joyal's construction 
of the locale R of reals in a topos and show explicitely how its points are Dedekind 
cuts. We observe that any morphism of locales R ~ f2 x factors through the sub- 
locale pXcf2X of Penos Opens. Given a geometric morphism ~ P~ Y, we show 
that under the adjunction p#p# : Locales(#)~Locales(Y) considered in [6]) it is 
the case that p#R =R. This shows that the formal reals R in Y classify Dedekind 
cuts in ~'. In Section 2 we consider acontext # p , Y which covers the gross Topoi of 
Geometry. That is, those topoi whose objects themselves also have a geometric (or 
topological) nature. We assume there the base topos Y to be the topos of (classical) 
sets. We associate to any X in $~ a topology, denoted Base(X), on the set p,(X). 
We then prove Penon's theorem of characterization f opens. We show that the sec- 
tions X-~ [RE of the sheaf of Dedekind reals in ~ are exactly the continuous real- 
valued functions Base(X)~ [R in Y. In any well adapted model of Symmetric Dif- 
ferential Geometry, it is the case that Base(RE) = ~ with the usual topology. Thus, 
the J-locale of Penon Opens of [R~ in $~ is (isomorphic to) the locale of reals in Y. 
. 
Let $~ be any elementary topos with natural number object, and let Q be the object 
of rationals. Recall that there is a strict total order in Q, denoted here by the symbol 
'<'. By this we mean that '<' satisfies the following axioms: 
(O1) ~ (x<x), 
(02) (x<y)V(y<x)V(x=y), 
(03) 
Thus, ~(x<y)~,(y<x)V(x=y). We write y<_x. 
Recall the following definition: 
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1.1. Definition (Tierney-Joyal). A pair of subobjects A cQ,  BCQ is a Dedekind 
cut if and only if 
(D1) xeAAy~B~x<y,  
(D2) x<y~x~Avy~B,  
(D3) xeA~tr reAAx<r ,  
y e B-+ Ys s ~B As< y, 
(D4) Yr Ys r~AAs~B.  
We remark that from (O1), (O2), (D1) and (D2) it follows immediately that any 
Dedekind cut satisfies the following: 
(DS) x<_y--+(yeA-+xeA)A(xeB-+y~B).  
The Dedekind reals in the topos # are the object of Dedekind cuts, which we 
denote ~. We have ~ C 19 Q x 19 Q. 
Recall that a locale (cf. [6]) is a subcomplete lattice such that binary infimum 
distributes over arbitrary suprema. The subobject classifier 19 is a locale. Morphisms 
of locales are lattice morphisms which preserve arbitrary suprema. 
We recall now Joyal's construction of the locale of (open subsets of) real numbers 
(cf. [5]). (Cf. also [4],[11].) 
1.2. Definition. Given any locale L, a Joyal cut in L is a map Q x Q 
for x,y,r,s in Q: 
(J0) r<_x, y<_s = l(r,y)Al(x,s)=l(x,y), 
(J1) y<_x = l(x,y)=0, 
02) r<__x, y<__s, x<y = l(r,y)vl(x,s)=l(r,s), 
(J3) /(x,y) = V l(r,s)lx<r, s<y,  
r,s 
(J4) 1 = V l(r,s). 
r,s 
I )L such that 
We remark that from (02), (J0), (J1) and (J2) it follows immediately that any 
Joyal cut satisfies the following: 
(J5) r<x, y<_s ~ i(x,y)Cl(r,s). 
The locale of real numbers in # is the universal Joyal cut. We write Q x Q-~R, 
(x, y )~ (xy), and call (xy) the formal interval defined by the rationals x and y. By 
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definition, R classifies Joyal cuts: 
QxQ , R 
] ~/!~ morphism of locales 
I 
L 
In particular, the object of points of R, (that is, locale morphisms into D), is the 
object of D-valued Joyal cuts: 
Loc(R, D) = Joyal cuts(Q x Q, D). 
We shall prove that the points of R are the Dedekind cuts. That is: 
Dedekind cuts = Joyal cuts(Q x Q, D). 
The intuition here is that if ~ is the real number defined by a Dedekind cut A, B, 
and we set .4 x B= SC Q x Q, then for rationals x,y, there is a correspondence: 
ne(xy)  ~, (x,y)eS.  
In this way, the axioms (D1) to (D4) determine properties of S which translate into 
covering axioms in the style of Joyal's (J0) to (J4). This intuition is reflected in the 
topos ~ via the concept of characteristic functions. It is evident hat we have the 
following translation: 
1.3. Fact. A subobject SC Q x Q is classified by a Joyal cut Q × Q-~ D if and only if" 
(J0) r<xAy<s~[(r,y)~SA(x,s)~S~(x,y)~S],  
(Jl) y<_x~-~(x,y)~S, 
02) r<xAy<sAx<y~[(r ,y)~Sv(x,s)eS~(r ,s)eS],  
03) (x,y)~S~Yr~ts(r,s)~SAx<rAs<y, 
(J4) i~trYs(r,s)eS. 
And corresponding to (J5) we have: 
(J5) x<rAs<y~[(r ,s~S~(x,y)~S] 
It follows that S is a (cartesian) product, that is: 
(J6) i~trYs(r,y)~SA(x,s)~S~(x,y)~S. 
We see this last statement as follows: Let r,s be such that (r,y)eS and (x,s)eS. 
By the order axiom (02) we can assume (r<xAy<-s) or x<_r or s<y. In the first 
case, (x,y)eS follows by (J0). If x<_r, by (J5), we have (r,y)~S~(x,y)~S. Thus 
(x,y)eS. If s<_y, then again from (J5) it follows in a similar way that (x,y)eS. 
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Finally, let us remark that from (02) it follows that (J1) is equivalent to: 
(J1) (x, y) ~ S~x<y.  
1.4. Proposition. A subobject S C Q x Q is of  the form S = A × B, with A, B a 
Dedekind cut i f  and only if  its characteristic function Q x Q--, £2 is a Joyal cut. That 
is, 
II~ = Joyal cuts(Q × Q, £2) = Loc(R, £2). 
y 
Proof. Suppose A, B is a Dedekind cut. Let S = A × B. Thus 
(x ,y )~S~xEAA y~B.  
(J0) Let r<x  and y<_s. We have to see: 
r~AAy~BAx~AAs~B~x~A ~ y~B,  
but this follows immediately from (D5). 
(J2) Let r<x, y<s  and x<y.  We have to see: 
( r~A Ay ~B)V(x~A s~B)~(r~A s~B).  
From (D5) we have y ~ B ~ s ~ B and x e A ~ r e A. This shows the implication from 
left to right. Suppose r e A and s e B; from (D2) we have that x ~ A or y ~ B. Clearly, 
this finishes the proof. 
(J3) x~AAy~B~3r~sr6AAs~BAx<rAs<y.  
The implication from left to right corresponds clearly to (D3). The other implication 
follows from (D5). 
Finally, (J1) and (J4) correspond respectively to (D1) and (IM). 
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Let now SC Q x Q be such that it satisfies (J0) to (J4), and let A, B be its two pro- 
jections. Thus: 
xeA~ty(x ,y )eS  and yeB~Yx(x ,y )eS .  
By 06) it follows that S = A × B. It remains to see that A, B are a Dedekind cut. 
(D2) Let x<y.  By (J4) we take (r,s)eD, which by (J5) we can assume to be r<x 
and y < s. Then, by (J2) we have (r, y) e S or (x, s) e S. Thus y e B or x e A. 
(D3) Let x e A. Then/~/y (x; y) e S. By (J3), Jr/~/s such that (r, s) e S and x< r, s <y. 
Thus J r reAAx<r .  Similarly for the second part. 
Finally, (D1) and (D4) correspond respectively to (J l) and (J4). [] 
Recall now the following definition. 
1.5. Definition (cf. [7]). Given an object X, a subobject U of X is called Penon open 
if and only if, given any p e U: 
-~(q=p)Vqe U for all qeX.  
Penon opens are easily seen to be closed under finite intersectins and arbitrary 
unions. Thus, the object of Penon opens, which we denote pX, is a locale, and the 
inclusion PX~I2x  is a morphism of locales. 
1.6. Proposition. Given any morphism of  locales R 1 ,£2 x, for  any UeR,  IU is 
of  X. Thus, I factors (uniquely) R - - ,  P C I2 . a Penon open subobject l x x 
Proof. We have Q x Q- ,R ,  and it clearly suffices to prove that given any Joyal cut 
Q x Q l ,  i2x, and any pair of rationals x, y, l(x, y) is an open subobject of X. 
Let p e l(x, y). By (J 1) we can suppose that x <y. By (J3) take r, s, x< r< s <y  such 
that p e l(r, s), and by (J4) take z, w such that q e l(z, w). By 05) we can assume z< x, 
i I I ~ I I I 
z x r s y w 
y<w.  
It follows from (J2) that q e l(z, r) v q e l(x, y) v q e l(s, w). Assume q e [l(z, r) v 
l(x, w)]. Then --1 (q=p), since if q=p,  it follows from (J0) and (J1) that qe0 .  Thus 
-~(q=p)vqel(x,y) .  [] 
We synthesize the two previous propositions to the following: 
1.7. Corollary. Given any elementary topos 8 (with natural number object) and any 
object X in 8, there is a bijection: 
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X n, [R Dedekind cuts (i.e., any map in ~) 
R (o ~pXcQX morphism of  locales. 
Corresponding to ~z=id~, there is a canonical map R ~ P~ C ~2 ~ which sends a 
(formal) open U~ R into a Penon open subobject of  ~, which we also denote U. 
In the bijection above, we have (o = ~z- i. That is, for any U e R, there is a pull-back 
diagram: 
(pU , U 
Proof.  
X~IR 
X--* Joyal cuts(Q × Q, f2) 
x~ Loc(R, Q) C 19 R 
R--, K2 X morphism of locales 
R~pXcK2 x morphism of locales 
(by Proposition 5) 
(by definition) 
(by adjunction) 
(by Proposition 6). [] 
We now consider topoi 6" and =W connected by a geometric morphism p:  g~y.  
We assure that ~" is a Grothendieck =W-topos. That is, that # can be expressed as the 
category of =w-valued sheaves on some site in ~. 
6" 
=W 
p*-4p.,  p* left adjoint to p , ,  
p ,  = 'global sections', 
p*= 'constant sheaf' (p* left exact). 
Recall from [6, chapter VI] that given any locale L in 6', p.L  is a locale in =W (the 
supremum of a family I~p .L  is calculated via the supremum of the corresponding 
p*I-~L), and that p .  sends morphisms of locales into morphisms of locales. This 
functor Locales(e) P*, Locales( =w) has a left adjoint p#. If l e  =W, it follows clearly 
from the universal properties that p#(Free(/))= Free(p*(/)). Then, to compute p# 
in an arbitrary locale L, it suffices to lift via p* any presentation of L. Since the 
lifting of Joyal's presentation of the locale of reals in =W is Joyal's presentation of
the locale of reals in 6' (recall Q is a constant sheaf Q=p*Q), it follows that 
p#R = R. This just means that the locale R in =W will classify Dedekind cuts in g. 
Next, we will elaborate this more. 
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We shall denote f2E, g'2E, R E, B E, etc. and f2 s, Qs, Rs, B s, etc. for the objects 
f2, Q, R, B, etc. when in go or in Y (respectively). Recall that p*Qs = QE- 
1.8. Proposition. p# Rs = RE. 
Proof. Let L be any locale in go. Then we have: 
R E~L morphism of locales 
P*(Qs x Qs) = QE x QE--*L Joyal cuts 
Qs × Qs--'P*(L) Joyal cuts 
(i) 
Rs- 'P,(L)  
We only need to justify (1). That is, that under the adjunction p*-Hp., Joyal 
cuts correspond to Joyal cuts. But this is immediate since the axioms (J0) to (J4) 
involve only suprema indexed by objects of rationals which correspond mutually in 
~ and in ~ (for example, the objects i= {r, se  Q Ix<r, s<y} c Q x Q, for each x; y 
in Q, in axiom (J3), clearly p*I= I) and the supremum of a family I -~p,L is calcu- 
lated via the supremum of the corresponding family p* I~L .  Similarly we can 
analyze the other four axioms. The bijection establishes above characterizes the left 
adjoint p#Rs (by definition). [] 
We remark that the result in Proposition 8 is strong, namely, we have 
p.Loc(RE, L)=Loc(Rs, P.L), were by Loc we indicate the object of locale mor- 
phisms. This is so since the bijection (1) above is strong. 
1.9. Corollary. The locale Rs is the theory for Dedekind cuts in Grothendieck Y- 
topoi. That is, to give a point or model of  R s in a Grothendieck Y-topos go is the 
same as to give a Dedekind cut in ~. 
Proof. 
R s ~E points or models 
(by definition) 
Rs op . f2  E morphism locales 
R E--* g'2 E morphism of locales (i.e., points of RE) 
1 ~ B E Dedekind cuts (i.e., any map in go) 
(by Proposition 8) 
(by Proposition 4). 
[] 
We remark that the result in Corollary 9 is strong, namely, we have 
p.BE=Loc(Rs, P,g2E). This fact is very useful to characterize the sheaf [RE of 
Dedekind reals in ~. To do so it is convenient o write down explicitely what it does 
imply. We do so next, strengthening the result by incorporating Corollary 7 into it. 
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We will use the following notation. If Xe  6°: 
p,~'2X= QE(X), p ,px= pE(X), 
for the locales in Y of subobjects and Penon open subobjects of X respectively. 
1.10. Theorem. Given any Grothendieck ~-topos ~ p , ~,~ and any object X in ¢, 
there is a bijection: 
X n RE Dedekind cuts (i.e., any map in ~) 
Rs ~ PE(X) C I2E(X) morphisms o f  locales. 
Corresponding to ~t = idlE, there is a canonical map RS--*PE(~E) which sends a 
(formal) open Ue R s into an open subobject o f  R E, which we will also denote U. 
In the bijection above, we have q~ = rt -l. That is, for  any U e R s, there is a pull- 
back diagram: 
cU ,U  
X ' R E 
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 7 and Proposition 8. [] 
From Theorem 10 follows easily the characterization of the Dedekind reals in 
localic topoi over ~. Let L be a locale in 6e, and let U e L. Following [6] we will write 
(symbolically) L = O(X) and O(U) = { VeL  ] VC U} for the locale of elements of L 
smaller than U. If G = O(Y) is any other locale and GJ--~L is a morphism of locales, 
we say that f is a continuous map X~ Y from X to Y. Let ~" be the topos of 6e-valued 
sheaves on L = O(X). Then, for UeL ,  I2E(U ) = O(U), and Theorem 10 reads: 
U--, R E Dedekind cut (in ~) 
U~R s continuous map (in Se) 
where we have written Rs = 0(Rs) for the locale of reals in 6e. We actually have: 
Loc(R s, 0(U)) =p,Loc(R~, I2 v). 
. 
In this section we study a context which covers the gross Topoi of  Geometry. That 
is, those topoi whose objects themselves also have a geometric (or topological) 
nature. We assume the base topos Y to be the topos of (classical) sets. 
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Let ff be a category with finite limits and let Lt be a class of maps such that: 
(0) Isomorphisms are in ~. 
(1) LP is closed under composition. 
(2) ~ is stable under pull-backs by any map in ft. 
Given a family T a--, T in ~g, we say that it is an ~-cover if all the maps T~ ~ T are 
in Y, and the family of global sections is a surjective family of sets. We consider 
a Grothendieck (pre) topology in ff such that: 
Axiom 1. All covering families are Lt-covers. 
P*  
Let ~"--~, Y be the topos of sheaves. The global sections functor has a right ad- 
P* 
joint i,, p*--tp,--ti,, defined by: 
T~i . I  
for i e ~ and Te Y. 
p.T~I '  
(This always defines a pre-sheaf. It follows immediately from Axiom 1 that it is a 
sheaf, since the global sections of coverings are surjective families.) 
It follows that for any X in g, p ,  is a morphism of locales: 
P*  
p,(•x) = E(x) p, s. 
S 
(Here we make abuse of notation, since s depends on X.) 
Given any X in g and a subset ICp,(X) ,  the subsheaf sIr-->X is characterized 
by: For any T~X,  T~ 4, 
T *sI p ,T - -  +I \ /o  \ /  
X p .X  
That is, if VtxtesI ,  then xesI .  
1 ,sir 
r / 
X 
T ,X  
(For example, let ~ be the category of topological spaces, LP the class of open inclu- 
sions and the topology the open-cover topology. Then g is usually denoted Top, and 
for X any topological space and SCX any subset: p *I= discrete topology, i . I= 
indiscrete topology, sI= subspace topology.) 
This context was introduced by J. Penon [10], and it contemplates all the gross 
topoi of algebraic geometry over an algebraically closedfieM, (for example, for the 
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etc.), all the models of Synthetic Differential Geometry, the topos defined by Analy. 
tic Spaces, etc. A more restrictive version of this context is studied in [3]. 
Given Tin ~ and t ep ,  T, an .?'-neighborhood f t is a map H--, Tin ff such that 
H 
f 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
t 
1 ,T  
2.1. Definition. Given an object X in ~, a subsheaf U~-~X is ~-open if and only 
if, given any T x ,X, Te ~ and t ~ p ,  Tsuch that xt ~p,U,  then there exists an ~- 
neighborhood of t, H~ T such that "x  over H is (also) in U".  In a diagram: 
f 
~H ~U 
I 
I 
X 
T ,X  
I learned from O. Bruno that in several examples this property characterizes the 
Penon open subsheaves of X. This we shall prove next. But first: 
2.2. Proposition. The ~g-open subobjects are closed under finite intersections and 
arbitrary (~-indexed) unions. Thus, then form a locale, which we denote ~(X). The 
inclusion ~(X)C ~E(X) is a morphism of  locales. 
Proof .  It is immediate to check that the intersection of two k~-closed subsheaves i  
.~-closed. For arbitrary unions we use the fact that p ,  preserves all unions. [] 
The explicit condition that characterizes Penon Opens in Kripke-Joyal semantics 
is the following: Given any T x ~X, T~ ~ and T P, U, there exists a covering 
{Ha, Hp} of  T such that "x over H~ is in U" for all fl and -~(x=p) on H~for all 
a. This last statement means that for all S-~Ha in ~, if x=p on S, then the empty 
family covers S. In a diagram: 
h 
S 
\ 
\ \  la 
N 
I--it ~- -~- . - -~  U 
I 
X 
T ,X  
x i~ U and -a(xia=pi~) (xiah =piah = ~ covers S). 
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2.3. Proposition. Given X in ~, if  a subsheaf U~ X is Penon open, then it is H-open. 
That is, PE(X)C H(X). 
Proof. Given T x ;X  and 1 t T such that xt ~ U, let p be the constant map 
: T ~ 1 txt~ U. Let t//a,H# be the cover given by the Penon open condition of U. P 
Then 1----> H a or 1----> H B for some a or some ]~ (since the family of global sections 
is surjective). Because pt=xt, we can not have 1---t->Ha (in that case the empty 
family would cover 1). Thus, we have 1--t->Ha. This finishes the proof. [] 
To have the implication in the other sense, it is necessary to restrict he context 
and to impose a separation axiom on X. 
2.4. Definition. An object X in  Jo is said to be H-Haussdorfif -~d>--~XxXis H- 
open (where of course, A is the diagonal of X). It is easy to check that this condition 
is equivalent to the following: x 
t Given any pair of maps T--CX,  T~ ~, and 1 , T such that --, (xt =yt), then 
1/  
there exists an H-neighborhood H~ T of t such that -1 (x =y) on H. 
An object X in g is said to be separated (in the sense of Penon) if -~A >--,XxX 
is (Penon) open. From Proposition 2.3 it follows that separated objects are H- 
Haussdorf. 
We now consider a context which in addition satisfies: 
Axiom 2. All ~-covers are, covering families. 
That is, we consider ~ furnished with the '.~-cover topology'. This clearly implies 
the Nullstellensatz, that is, for any X in $~: 
P . (X)=0 = X=O. 
X 
It follows that p, l '2  E = 2. Thus, for all I y-~X, we have either (x=y) or -'1 (x=y). 
2.5. Proposition. I f  U>--,X is H-open, then U=sp.U. (Thus, by Proposition 2.3 
this equality is also true for Penon Opens.) 
Proof. We always have U>--~sp.U. Let T X,sp.U, then for all 1 
Thus there is an H-neighborhood H~ T of t such that 
H ~ U 
1 
X 
T ,X  
t~ T, x tEU.  
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But the H 's  cover. Thus 
U 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
T ,X  
2.6. Proposition. Given any H-Haussdorf object X in ~, i f  a subsheaf U >-~ X is H- 
open, then it is Penon open. 
Proof .  Let T X ,Xand T P,  U. Given any 1 t T, either p t=xt  or -~(pt=xt). In 
the first case, xt ~ U. Thus there is an H-neighborhood H~ Tof  t such that "x over 
H is  in U" .  In the second case, there is a neighborhood S~ Tof  t such that -~ (x=p) 
over S. The H 's  together witht he S's form a covering which shows the Penon open 
condition for U. 
2.7. Proposition. The product X× Y o f  any two H-Haussdorf objects is a .~- 
Haussdorf object. 
(x, z) 
Proof .  Let T w~ ~Xx Y, Te  ~, and 1 t ~ T be such that -~(xt=ytAzt=wt) .  (y, 
Since xt =yt or --1 (xt =yt), it follows that -~ (xt =yt) or ~ (zt = wt). From this 
it follows immediately that there is an H-neighborhood H~ T of t such that 
-~(x=yAZ=w) on H. 
It follows that H-Haussdorf objets are separated. In fact, if X is H-Haussdorf, 
so is XxX.  Then, by Proposition 2.6, -1A is a Penon open subsheaf of XxX.  Thus 
X is separated. We synthesize the previous results to the following: 
2.8. Theorem. Given any Grothendieck topos ~ P, Sets defined by a site ~ such as 
Ax iom 1 and Ax iom 2, and any object X in go: 
(a) I f  U>--~X is an H-open subsheaf, then U=sp.U.  
(b) I f  a subsheaf is Penon open, then it is H-open. P~(X)CH(X) .  
(c) X is H-Haussdorf i f  and only i f  X is separated. In (either) case, a subsheaf 
is Penon open i f  and only i f  it is H-open. PE(X) = H(X). 
The negation is easily handled in this context. We have: 
x 
2.9. Lemma. Given any object X in ~ and global sections 1 ----iX, we have ~ (x =y) 
Y 
i f  and only i f  x and y are different maps. That is, x~ y in the set p .X .  That is, 
p . -~A = -~p.A, where A =diagonal o f  X. 
Proof .  If  --1 (x =y), it is clear that x and y are different maps (if not, the empty fami- 
ly would cover 1). If x:/:y in p , (X) ,  then Equalizer(x~ y)#: 1. But then it can only 
be 0. [] 
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X 
The reader will easily verify that given any two maps T- -CX in g, -~ (x=y) will 
Y 
hold if and only if for all 1 t ,T inp ,  T, xt~:yt in p ,X.  
It follows from Proposition 2.5 that the locales PE(X) and LP(X) are the locales 
of open sets of a topology in the set of global sections p,(X).  
2.10. Definition. Given any X in g, two topologies are determined in the set of 
points p , (X)  by means of the following definitions: (where we have denoted 
Base(X) and Logical(X) the two corresponding topological spaces) 
-.p,(X) I t  g~(Base(X)) C ~Js *~ s i t  Lf(X) C £2E(X), 
I t  O(Logical(X)) C (2 p*tx) *~ s l t  PE(X) C (2E(X). 
It is necessary to show that the families so defined are a sublocale of (2~ *(x). 
Denote © either one of them. Let/, J t  ~, then s(IAJ) =s(I)As(J). Let I~ t ©, then 
This last equality is justified by Proposition 2.5 (and the fact that ~(X) and PE(X) 
are sublocales). This finishes the proof. We have that 
P~ 
p,  -~ s" I'2E(X' ) ~ ~, (x )  
S 
induce isomorphisms of locales 
Lf(X)-- g~(Base(X)) and PE(X)~ 8(Logical(X)). 
Base(X) is finer than Logical(X), and it is equal when X is .~-Haussdorf or 
separated. 
Notice that from Lemma 2.9 if follows that X is Lg-Haussdorf i and only if the 
diagonal A Cp,Xxp ,X  is a closed subset of Base(Xx X). However, Base(X) will 
not necessarially be Haussdorf since Base(X x X) is in general finer than Base(X) x 
Base(X). 
2.11. Proposition. Given any representable sheaf Te ~, the topology Base(T) has 
as a base of open sets the image of the functions p ,H-*p ,T  determined by maps 
H--, Tin £~. For general X, Base(X) is the final topology induced in p ,X  by all func- 
tions Base(T)-,p,(X) determined by maps T--,X in g. 
Proof. It is immediate to check this simply by the definition involved. [] 
The topology Base(X) as described in Proposition 2.11 was considered by J. 
Penon, and in the examples it is easily seen to be the natural topology carried by 
the set of global sections of the objects in the site. He proved that p ,  induces a mor- 
phism of locales PE(X) ~ O(Base(X)), and that when X is separated, p,-4 s induces 
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an isomorphism PE(X)----¢(Base(X)). This theorem of characterization f opens is 
clearly contained in Theorem 2.8 together with Definition 2.10. It is useful because, 
as mentioned above, in the examples Base(X) is what is should be. 
Some Examples. If X is any topological space, X is separated in Top if and only 
if X is Haussdorf, and Base(X) is just X. In the Zariski or the &ale topos over an 
algebraically closed field k, X is separated if and only if it is separated in the usual 
sense. If X is a k-scheme, then Base(X) is the usual base space. Thus, if .~ is (the 
dual of) a finitely presented k-algebra,/~ is always separated, and Base(/]) is the 
maximal spectrum with the Zariski topology. In any well adapted model of Syn- 
thetic Differential Geometry constructed following the techniques developed in 
[1], [2], like for example, the topos determined by the open-cover topology in the 
(dual of) the category ~op of finitely generated C**-rings defined by an ideal of 
local character, (or the topos corresponding to finitely presented i eals), all mani- 
folds M are separated, and Base(M) is just the underlying topology of M. I f /]  is (the 
dual of) a C~*-ring A e ~op, Base(A) is the set of zeros of the corresponding ideal, 
inside IR n, with the relative topology. Thus, for the line C~*(IR), Base(C**([R))= IR, 
with the usual topology. In this example we have Base(X × Y) = Base(X) × Base(Y). 
(The interested reader can consult also [7], [8].) Notice that in all these examples (ex- 
cept Top) every object in the site of definition is separated. 
2.12. Theorem. Given any Grothendieck topos ~ p , Sets defined by a site ~ such as 
Axiom 1 and Axiom 2, and given X in ~, there is a bijection: 
X~ B E Dedekind cuts (i.e., sections o f  BE) 
~s ~ #(Logical X) C O(Base X) morphism of  locales 
Base(X) ~ Logical(X)--, [R s continuous. 
(Base(X) and Logical(X) admit the same continuous functions into [Rs. ) Thus, the 
sheaf B E o f  Dedekind reals in ~ is: ~(X)= Continuous(Base X, lRs), that is, the 
sheaf o f  continuous real-valued functions on Base(X). 
Proof. Definition 2.10 and Theorems 2.8 and 1.10.~ Notice that the second line in 
the bijection is the adjunction between locales and,~opological spaces given by the 
'opens' and 'points' contravariant functors. 
We remark that this result is already proved in [8] in the particular case of the 
model determined by C**-fings and ideals of local character (Theorem 5.1 in [8]). 
If we put X= 1, we see that p.(lR E) = IR s as a set of points. Corresponding to 
X= B E, we see that the identity map is continuous Base(~)~ s. Thus, Base(IRE) 
is a topology in IR s finer than the usual one. Since ll~ s is Haussdorf, so is Base(~). 
It follows that the diagonal is a closed set in Base([R~ x IRE). Thus, [RE is always 
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separated. This means (see [3, Proposition 3]) that R E satisfies the formula x:/:y-~ 
z:/:xvz:/=y, and we have then that p ,  establishes an isomorphism PE(RE)~- 
Base(RE). This space will be equal to R s with the usual topology if we have enough 
spaces of the form Base(X) with X--* R E in ~'. This is the case in the well adapted 
models of Synthetic Differential Geometry. Preservation of open covers by the 
model Manifolds i ~ determines a morphism of locales: Rs-~I2(X), where X= 
i~s = the line. This classifies a Dedekind cut X~ [RF (called the standard map in 
[8]). Since Base(X)= R s it follows that Base(RE)= R s. 
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